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Title: Historical importance of Nawabpet and Madhur villages 

 Aims: To learn historical importance of the history in Nawabpet & Madhur villages at 

Narsapur Mandal. 

Objectives:  

1. To Know about the historical places in hathnoor mandal  

2. Historical places are always bringing a great experience of learning new things  

3. Students are motivated to learn about Indian culture and history 

4. By visiting to them we can know about our history and the architectural style they were 

built. 

Methodology: 

1.Historical research methodology 

2.Palaeography(Study of Historical Handwriting)  

3.Epigraphy (Study of ancient inscriptions) 

 Introduction:  The world is full of mind blowing natural and artificial historical places are 

there. Over the many years of human history some plenty of amazing structures have been 

formed, with ancient civilization buildings are incredibly breath-taking historic heritage 

identifying the best of them all can be such as a critical task   

TOPIC: Shri 1008 Kalikunda parashwanath Digambar Jain Athishaya Kshetra. This kshetra is 

a famous Jain temple in Telangana situated in a natural hilly area full of greenery presents a 

beautiful eye catching and peaceful environment. 

     Darshan of kalikunda parshvnath diminishes the worldly worries & fulfil desired. So, this 

place is getting popularized only in hathnoor mandal. For pilgrimage, devotees from all casts 

come here. At present with a high beautiful pinnacle, there is a magnificent & artistic temple. 

The main gate of temple near one digging steps well is there it is very attractive and eye 

catching. why because the well have three sides of steps and underground way into the temple 

one side and anther side steps are way of underground to the lord Rama temple in the nawabpet 

village. 

    Main idol of principal deity kalikunda parshvnath is made of black stone,6feet 3inches in 

height and in standing posture with 7 serpent hoods head and belongs to 9th century. This idol 

was founded under the construction of konyala bridge in the year of 2008 Carefully digging 

revelled 10 people were required to un earth the idol completely. nawabpet village who are 

belongs to Jain religion people were taken this idol there called (kuladevatha). From 2019 this 

temple was reconstructed by Digambar Jain samaj of Hyderabad in nawabpet village now this 

temple under supervision of who are belongs to the Jain religion 



FINDINGS & ANALYSIS:  

 Visiting such historical places help us to know more about any cultural  

 It helps to increase the curiosity of the students to in the history and other fields such as 

archaeology etc. 

Sources: 

1.primary sources 

Textbooks; Telugu academy for degree first year 

Internet; Wikipedia  

2.secondary sources: A secondary sources may have pictures,quotes or graphics. 

Conclision; Jainism is an Indian religion that teaches disciplined nonviolence (ahimsa, 

literally, non-injury) to all loving creatures as a road to spiritual purity and enlightenment 

  


